Jeep liberty window regulator

Jeep Liberty window regulator. Is there a more searched term on Google? The Jeep Liberty, the
first Jeep model to use rack and pinion steering, was produced in model years through Early
critics cited gas mileage as their biggest flaw, but owners of the through Jeep Liberty models
would beg to disagree! As you can imagine, this earned the Jeep Liberty the honor of being the
worst power window regulator offender on the planetâ€¦. After All, we do live on the face of the
sun. Unless your window suddenly stops work AND is stuck up, suspect the power window
regulator first. If you have none of the complications listed below, start testing the other
systems by depressing the switch and watching your RPMs to see if there is a power draw or if
you experience light dimming or testing to see if all the switch buttons feel the same under your
finger tip when pulled or depressed. We believe so strongly in our proprietary method of repair
that we have an additional fee for all non-rebuildable cores. When this happens, we simply add
that fee for our rebuilt Jeep Liberty OEM core and we install quality and reliability back in your
door! Power Window Repair entire existence surrounds providing our customers with a repair
they can count on. The reasons are simple. Our repair is stronger and superior to even the
original OEM design, aftermarket parts are made with the cheapest of materials and are inferior,
and most importantly any repair done in a junkyard or slapped together is never going to be
worth the money! Plain and simple, this Jeep Liberty power window regulator is just not strong
enough. When that piece of plastic cracks, the glass carrier is in turn broken, breaking away
from the flexible drive-shaft and causing the window to slide down into the panel. The other
problems with see with this Jeep Liberty power window regulator are the delivery method
between the motor and the glass carrier and pin and spring clip attaching the glass to the
regulator. The delivery method between the motor and the glass carrier is a plastic flexible tube.
The keyword here is plastic. Taking the door panel off from the inside in this vehicle is
extremely difficult without breaking the door panel clips. It take time, patience and skill. Our
proprietary repair, designed specifically for this Jeep Liberty OEM power window regulator
covers all angles. We apply several stainless steel avionic style repairs to the areas we know
these window regulators break, while strengthening them in the areas we know are weak points,
broken or not. This repair design is designed to be permanent just like our other repairs. This
just reinforces what we already know. While the price looks right, those parts are inferior to the
OEM part. These power window regulators often break under warranty, causing you to pay more
in labor at your mechanics or in your time and labor shipping parts back and forth, uninstalling
and reinstalling. That process can quickly turn into a shade-tree mechanics nightmare. These
repairs are often crude and in turn have damaged some of the internal workings of the door, for
example the power window switch connectors, interior door handle linkage, the door lock
system, speakers and wire harness. Jeep Liberty Window Regulators. How We Do It There are
good reasons behind what we do and how we do it! Contact Us Today! Follow Us on Social
Media. About Power Window Repair Power Window Repair was founded on the premise that
modern cable power window regulators were not only designed to break, but break often. The
founder of Power Window Repair used his knowledge and experience in the engineering and
automotive sector to design a way to re-manufacture and strengthen the OEM regulator, making
it stronger, work like new and at a price that will keep your wallet from screaming for mercy! The
most important thing is that the repair is designed and engineered to last for many years to
come! Skip to main content of results for "jeep liberty window regulator". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for jeep liberty
window regulator. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Only 4 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Need help? Visit
the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. With its powerful performance and useful towing capacity, the Jeep Liberty is great for
off-road trips. However, its window regulator may fail over time. If yours are causing trouble
whenever you open and close your windows, replace it immediately with a top-notch part from

CarParts. Our Jeep Window window regulators are available in different types power and
manual and configurations with a motor, without a motor, etc. All are selected by industry
veterans to ensure their quality. Check out our products today! Faulty factory-issue power
window regulators are one of the most reported issues of the Jeep Liberty KK. The models
produced from to use a year-old design with a plastic-coated driveshaft. Despite those flaws,
the Jeep Liberty KK became one of the Jeep's best-selling SUVs thanks to its compact size,
boxy design, and focus on off-road performance. If you want to keep your Jeep Liberty in good
shape, it's a good idea to keep an eye on its window regulator. Read on to learn more about this
part, the telltale signs of its failure, and more. Manual regulators work with a hand crank, while
power regulators use energy from an electric motor to operate. Commonly affected parts
include the cable, driving gear, pulley, and regulator carriage. Most issues related to Jeep
Liberty KK power windows involve the window regulator. The window either stops running or it
stays in the up position without budging. When the window power regulator starts failing, the
windows may rise and fall without warning. Other symptoms of a bad Jeep Liberty window
regulator include stuck windows and wires and stuffing appearing within the window panel. The
regulator depends on a small plastic part to secure the heavy glass carrier to the driveshaft.
Finally, the carrier uses a flimsy pin-and-spring clip to support the window glass. When one of
these three mechanisms break, the power window regulator starts acting up. A broken regulator
can affect other assemblies that share the door panel, such as the door locks. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Jeep Liberty
Window Regulator. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Window Regulator part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Shop Jeep Liberty Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of 59 results. Display item:.
Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details
Location : Front, Driver And Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal
liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the window regulator lift plate of this sku
matches your current item. Product Details Location : Front And Rear, Passenger Side Notes :
Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the
window regulator lift plate of this sku matches your current item. Product Details Location :
Front And Rear, Driver And Passenger Side Notes : Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal
liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the window regulator lift plate of this sku
matches your current item. Product Details Location : Rear, Driver And Passenger Side Notes :
Ball stud style; Regulator attaches to metal liftplate with spring clip; Please make sure that the
window regulator lift plate of this sku matches your current item. Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of
59 results. Dec 26, Easy replacement of original part. Used this part to replace the original; very
easy to install. Had to use shorter machine screws to fasten the bottom of unit, since the
original
parts of toilet tank diagram
one way switch wiring diagram
mitsubishi asx manual
was slightly different. Cable mechanism works great. Very satisfied. Purchased on Dec 12, Nov
16, It was easy to install. Received it ahead of the estimated delivery time. So far it is working.
Maria Tan. Purchased on Oct 30, Nov 12, The drivers side is wired backwards so up is down and
down is up. Travis Beck. Purchased on Oct 27, Show More. Jeep Liberty Window Regulator
Guides. What Is a Window Regulator? Helpful Automotive Resources. A window regulator is the
device that raises and lowers car window glass. Window Regulator Replacement:. What are the
Parts of a Car Door? The doors of your vehicle contain a lot of important parts like windows and
handles. Your car door is also where some controls and electronic switches are located.
Fortunately, on most vehicles, power window repair is relatively affordable and straightforward.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

